Abstract. This paper describes the situation of China's elevator industry. And apply technology of programmable logic controller to control system for five floor elevator. This technology not only improves the elevator reliability, maintainability, and flexibility while greatly extending the life of the elevator, shortens the development cycle of the elevator.
Main design ideas of the system

The signal control system
The elevator signal control basically realized by PLC software implementation. The elevator signal control system is shown in 
For speed change and leveling sensor device
Leveling sensor is generally used magnetic sensors, which is the same structure of permanent magnetic sensor. Permanent magnetic sensor is composed of the spring tube and the permanent magnets. Spring tube is a vacuum tube with contacts, which movable contact 2 is made of a magnetic reed, between contacts 1-2 is equivalent to a set of dynamic break contacts and contacts Issued for speed change, floor and leveling signal sensor device are installed on the car, the sensor moves up and down with the car, while magnetic isolation plate fixed in the shaft, each floor of a magnetic isolation plate and those should also be installed in a precise position. When the car reaches the speed change position, speed change magnetic isolation plate inserted in the middle of speed change sensors and makes the motor slowdown. When car reaches parking floor, leveling magnetic isolation plate inserted in the middle of leveling sensors and car bottom is exactly flush with the floor. Floor signal sensor is the same principle.
System control requirements analysis
This elevator model is total five floors. Each floor of elevator has indicator light for lifting and car standby floor. 1-5 corresponding indicator light indicates floor number, each of floor hall were input (ascending and descending) button to call the elevator.Through the analysis of the above control requirements, the elevator control needs to achieve the following functions: a.Initially, the elevator at any floor. b.When there is hall call signals arrival elevator response to the call, and elevator stops at the floor, elevator stops running and door opens, and then closed automatically after three seconds delay.
c.Where is car call signals arrival elevator response to the call, and elevator stops at the floor, elevator stops running and door opens, and then closed automatically after three seconds delay.
d.During the elevator in the process of ascending (or descending), any descending in the opposite direction (or ascending) of hall call signal does not respond.
e.Elevator should have the farthest reverse response function for hall call signals. f.The elevator has synthetic interception function g.When the elevator is not leveling or running, startup button and shutdown buttons are ineffective. 
PLC con
The system software design
The system control by random logic control. That is the elevator control requirements achieved based on the order of basic logic control. Control system design flow chart shown in FIG (4) as below. 
